The Art of
Funding

Austria is a cultural powerhouse and more than
willing to invest public funds in the arts. But
where does all the money go?
By Janima Nam
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Even prestigious and highly
successful institutions like
the Burgtheater can’t make
ends meet with ticket sales
alone; public funding helps
maintain high standards.ng
metal trays and readily
available newspapers.
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FIRST DIBS
Unsurprisingly, the lion’s share tends to go to major
institutions – those venerable houses that further
Austria’s reputation as a cultural heavyweight. The

biggest slice – about one third of the overall budget –
goes to the Bundestheater Holding, the governmentcontrolled firm responsible for managing some of
Austria’s most important performing arts venues,
including the Burgtheater and the Staatsoper.
Its novel structure, which was implemented in
1999, makes it essentially a federally mandated company that streamlines the administration and controlling of its members, while simultaneously delivering highest-caliber productions to the public.
Individual institutions maintain creative autonomy
however, with each having its own artistic director.
Subsidies help maintain the high standards and
output expected of Austria’s premier stages: While
the Staatsoper, which received about 40 percent of
the total Bundestheater budget in 2018/2019 (about
€66 million), managed an impressive 98.42 percent
seat occupancy that season, it managed to cover only
46.2 percent of its costs. Public funding helped close
the gap, allowing the legendary opera house to deli
ver 384 performances, 10 of which were premieres.
Asked whether he was running a business or a cultural institution, Christian Kircher, managing director of the Bundestheater Holding, claimed that the
organization was both, albeit “in constant conflict.”
“Artists show us the limitations of our lives – they
have to cross borders, and that's what we like about
them. In the theater business, art needs a counterpart who understands both art and business and can
keep the figures in mind.”
The second largest slice goes to federal museums,
including the Belvedere and Kunsthistorisches

Top left: Many film shoots in
Vienna are subsidized in
some way; the upcoming
adaptation of Stefan
Zweig’s Schachnovelle
obtained €350,000 from
the Film Fonds Wien.
Opposite, Bottom left:
Austrian dirctor Stefan
Ruzowitzky accepts the
Oscar for Best International
Feature Film in 2008 for The
Counterfeiters, which was
partially funded by the Film
Fonds Wien.

The average public expenditure on culture per capita in Austria
was €304 in 2018 – in the US, it was about $4 in 2019.
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V

ienna may be known for its scrumptious pastries, but one of the most
sought-after confections cannot be
found in any Kaffeehaus or Konditorei:
Public funding for arts and culture is a
pie from which all working artists want a slice. And
Austria’s cultural budget is nothing to sneeze at,
especially compared to nations with a tradition of
private sponsorship and commercial arts ventures:
The average public expenditure on culture per capita
in Austria was €304 in 2018 – in the US, it was about
$4 in 2019. That’s quite a mouthful of art, music,
theater, film and literature, among all the other
sweet cultural offerings.
But as with any pie, the perennial question is
always who gets what, followed by how and why.
Naturally, there are facts and figures: Austria’s total
cultural budget in 2020 was about €466 million,
while Vienna allocated €280 million in municipal
funds – both raised from the previous year despite
the pandemic, and not including corona-specific aid,
like Vienna’s one-time payment of €1 million to help
cinemas through lockdown. But the stories behind
the numbers are sometimes not so simple, and how
the pie gets sliced is continually negotiated, debated
and analyzed – to say nothing of arguing over the size
of the pie to begin with.

State Secretary for arts and
culture Andrea Mayer meets
with artists to discuss
COVID-19 aid for the creative
scene. The pandemic has
brought numerous
challenges to Austrian
culture, with the
government actually
increasing funding to help
offset lost revenues.
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LOCAL HEROES
However, federal coffers are only one of many sources
subsidizing the arts. Cultural funding in Austria basically works on three levels: federal, state and local.
This creates an interesting but complex network of
potential intersections, although federal states are, for
the most part, autonomous, with their own respective
budgets and cultural policies. Of course, some major
players transcend the system, like the Salzburger
Festspiele: While largely self-funded via ticket sales,
donations and sponsorships, the world-famous festival also receives support on the federal, state and municipal level.
For instance, the City of Vienna – also a federal state
– has its own Fördertopf (literally, “funding pot”), with
its own procedures for deciding which projects and individuals are worthy of support. Vienna’s Municipal
Department for Culture (MA 7) receives an average of
5,500 applications a year (over 8,000 in 2020, including special grants issued during the pandemic) across a
wide range of creative fields, all of which must go
through a multiphase process: Applications are first
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reviewed and assessed by their respective sections
within the MA 7, with the help of an expert jury if necessary; their recommendations are then discussed and
voted on by a culture committee comprised of 20 municipal representatives, equally divided between the
ruling party and the opposition. The next step is a review by the city senate (the mayor and city councilors)
before a final discussion and vote by the city council. In
2020, over 75 percent of applications were approved.
In theory, the process is the same for each sector,
whether music, art, film or literature, and the sub-
categories of each. Each has its own expert jury, with
members who are appointed for two to three years.
Many have interest groups that regularly lobby for better conditions such as minimum wages and benefits.
The sheer scope of the various arts sectors, applications, committees and processes keeps the MA 7 quite
busy. The head of the department, Anita Zemlyak, who
has about 40 years of experience in culture management, acknowledges the bureaucracy inherent in regulatory bodies, but sees herself and her department as
being “on the side of the artists.”
QUALITY CONTROL
Whether it’s from the artist’s or patron’s point of view,
the ultimate goal of funding culture is to nurture creativity. But judging something that subjective can be a
tricky undertaking, especially when determined within
an inevitably politically charged environment.
Although juries must adhere to strict parameters in
both their structures and procedures, as the saying
goes, there’s no accounting for taste.
In independent theater, for example, there are appointed “curators” who observe artists at work, and
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Museum, which are undergoing their own organizational changes: While not yet officially bundled into a
similar holding, such a structure was supposedly in the
works until the pandemic put all plans on hold. Interestingly, there has been some resistance to the idea, not
least from some of the museum directors.
Michael Wimmer, a leading expert on Austrian cultural policy, explains the situation with some humor:
“It’s sometimes said within the scene that a museum
director has more power than a state secretary for arts
and culture.”

Left: State Secretary for
Arts and Culture Andrea
Mayer (in white) flanked by
stakeholders in the
Salzburger Festspiele; In
order to modernize the
world-famous festival’s
facilties goverment on the
federal, state and city level
agreed to pledge €262.8
million. Right: Interest
groups like the IG Kultur
help lobby for better
conditions for
working artists.

Although juries must adhere to strict parameters in both their
structures and procedures, there’s no accounting for taste.
then make recommendations based on their observations.
Ulrike Kuner, the head of IG Freie Theater, the interest
group for independent theater, believes that the selection
process is “professional,” but at the same time, has been
lobbying for “uncurated” rehearsal spaces where artists
can work freely.
Different approaches have been taken toward improving
transparency in the selection process, such as criteria catalogs and publicizing lists of recommendations and recipients. But one director (who wishes to remain anonymous)
who worked in the independent scene for many years is
wary of the fact that his funds stopped after a new curator
arrived. “Too few people decide on too many people’s
fates,” he sighed.
WINNING STRATEGIES
Conversely, public funding has laid the groundwork for
projects that would have otherwise never seen the light of
day, and provides steady income for both budding artists
and world-renowned talents, like Nobel laureates Elfriede Jelinek and Peter Handke or award-winning film directors Michael Haneke and Stefan Ruzowitzky.

Culture is also a big draw for tourists. For Sepp Schellhorn, the Neos party spokesperson for tourism and culture in the Austrian National Assembly, it is the defining
factor: “You can find beautiful lakes and mountains everywhere, but nowhere else do you also get this amazing cultural treasure of museums, theaters, festivals, etc. That’s
what sets us apart.”
Roland Teichmann, head of the Austrian Film Institute,
a federal fund that gives out about €21 million annually,
feels that the success of Ruzowitzky’s 2007 Oscar-winner The Counterfeiters could even be partly credited to the
strategies of the funding body, which have been honed
over many decades. “Big film studios develop and produce
films from a purely economic perspective,” he said. “They
only want to earn their money back, which is not the case
for publicly funded films.”
He emphasized the importance of good stories and had
a hunch when Ruzowitzky’s proposal came to the table. “I
even wrote down in my little notebook, ‘and the Oscar
goes to. . .’” he remembered, smiling. After all, the Academy Award for Best International Feature Film goes to the
country of origin – which in this case, was Austria.
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